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PODLOC by Falcona Solutions.  Our unique all-in-one neat solution for securing,
tracing, and charging your mobile devices, all in one place

 Book your free demo or contact us today

 +44 (0) 1753 290560  sales@falcona.co.uk

 www.podloc.co.uk*terms and conditions apply 

Charge
Secure
Trace

 your mobile devices 

Information you will be able to see on your Podloc dashboard, in real time and at-a-glance

Your devices are 
not sanitised. Click to 
learn more 
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A Little Bit More About Our Product 

 
 Why Podloc? Podloc solves common problems with rugged mobile devices in the workplace:

Lost or missing devices reduced.  Around 12-15% of workplace mobile devices are lost, or go missing each year on
average, with each one costing  anything between £1000 and £1500.  

Easy asset management of devices with our Podloc Dashboard (overleaf) giving real-time information, at-a-glance 

Self-service -  device issue, charging, securing, tracing, and return is automatic and staff can serve themselves, saving
time, costs, wasted motion, and increasing staff morale

Cost effective - Podloc is significantly more competitively priced than its nearest counterpart, leading to superfast ROI 

Work-ready devices - charged, easy to find, and ready for the next shift - reducing wasted staff time, eliminating queues
for charged devices, and reducing management time resolving issues, such as finding missing or charged devices 

Secure - Podloc's strong build, its two-factor authentication option, and its several credentials authentication methods
mean tighter security for devices and fewer thefts.  Traceability identifies staff who fail to return devices on time 

Small footprint - Podloc has one of the smallest footprints on the market for products of this type 

PODLOC by Falcona Solutions.  A unique all-in-one neat solution for storing,
securing, tracing, and charging your mobile devices, all in one place

 Book your free demo or contact us today

 +44 (0) 1753 290560  sales@falcona.co.uk

 www.podloc.co.uk*terms and conditions apply 
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